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Art Week Features Student Film, Music, Painting
Nicole Hanson
Contributing Writer
Cedarville University recently
concluded its first art display,
involving poetry, photographs,
amateur films, and original music compositions, in a five-day
campus event. The art displays
were set up Tuesday through
Thursday in the lower level of
the Stevens Student Center, and
the event was sponsored by the
Student Government Association.
Art week began Mon., April 15
with members of the forensics
team speaking in the snack shop.
Alpha Beta Phi, the drama organization at Cedarville, also provided an introduction to art week
on Monday night with a staged
reading appropriately entitled,
Art. Senior Lauren Bizzoco directed the play, and Junior Ryan
Culpepper, Senior Laura
Livingston, and Senior Kate
Masterson made up the cast for

Katie Masterson, Laura Livingston, and Ryan Culpepper participate in art week.

W. Jenks/ Cedars

this short reading. Culpepper, an
English and Spanish major, said
We were excited to work with
SGA on art week, since one of

our major objectives of ABP is
to increase appreciation of the
theatre arts on campus.
Culpepper said the play com-

ments on the current trends in
the art world and their implications for people and societies.
Sophomore Bible comprehensive

member compiled a table containing the lessons taught in each
course. Next the faculty analyzed this content-mapping,
reevaluating each lessons import and categorizing it into one
of the departments stated teaching emphases: godly living, care,
culture, and information management. After compiling many
pages of content, the faculty
began to rearrange the
coursework to fit into semesters.
Prerequisites
and
corequisites were redesigned,
and in some cases, class con-

flicts had to be resolved with
other departments.
Students schedules were adjusted for semesters; instead of
taking only two or three majorrelated courses per quarter, students will now take three to five
courses per semester. Sophomores will take some classes that
had previously been offered to
juniors in order to fit in all the
courses. Faculty members
worked out which courses will
be taught by whom, in some
cases allowing professors to
teach courses they had not be-

fore had an opportunity to teach.
Finally, the faculty began writing new course descriptions and
literature about the program.
Currently, much of the difficult
conversion work has been completed.
Junior nursing major Chris
Calo said, I took my classes on
the old system, so I do not entirely know how it will work, but
from what Ive gathered, its
much more progressive. Some
of the old requirements have
been dropped and it appears that
the classes build on each other

major Brock Bahler, who displayed several of his black and
white photographs, said, Art
week is an awesome opportunity
to see a side of the Cedarville
student body that no one normally gets to see.
Junior broadcasting major
David McClain displayed a variety of black and white photographs he has taken in various
parts of the world, including
New Zealand, California, and
Mexico. McClain said, When I
see something that visually intrigues me, I take a few walks
around it to view it from different angles.
One of McClains photographs
is taken from the angle of looking up at a large cross. McClain
said, The cross is a powerful
Christian symbol and it always
makes me feel small and insignificant but it also makes me feel
very individual and important.

See Art page 10

Department Reworks Courses For Fall Semester
Tim Gilmour
Contributing Writer

The nursing department, like
every other department on campus, is working hard to effect
the semester conversion. This
includes an entire reworking of
course schedules and individual
student schedules, along with a
rewriting of course descriptions
and program literature.
The nursing faculty created a
list of all the courses the department offers, and each faculty

in a much more organized manner.
Though many classes will be
different in the fall, the emphasis on character training will remain the same. Presently, character qualities from 2 Peter 1:58 are taught alongside the nursing material throughout the
course schedule. Faith and
moral excellence are foundational, said department chair
Irene Alyn. Knowledge is impor-

See Courses page 10
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CITA Convenes To Discuss Christians In Theatre
Alyssa Rost
Staff Writer
Cedarvilles theatre department recently hosted the Midwest Regional Theatre Conference for Christians in Theatre
Arts (CITA). The theme for the
April 12-13 conference was
staging hope for a world in
pain. CITA exists for the purpose of encouraging and equipping Christians in theatre arts to
impact the world and further the
kingdom of God. Over 50 guests
were present at the conference,
including students from Bethel
College in Indiana, directors,
playwrights, performers, teachers, and those involved with
church drama ministries.
CITA offers a worldwide support network of believers who
aid Christians in theatre arts.
CITA maintains a unique position by providing a forum for
dialogue on important issues,
providing information, resources, and support, and creating an atmosphere of acceptance for the wide diversity of
theatrical expression.
The opening session of the
conference began Friday evening
with a round table discussion on
such issues as creative use of
drama in ministry, script development, and ways to strengthen
the role of Christians in theatre
arts. The keynote speaker was
Dr. Dale Savidge, the executive
director of CITA.
Savidge was instrumental in
founding CITA in the mid-1980s
and was elected its first president. He held the presidency until
his appointment as general director in 1994. He has earned two
masters degrees in theatre and a
Ph.D. in English and theatre. As
an artist, he has directed several
Shakespearean plays, created religious programs, written a play,
and designed the lighting for university, community, and touring
theatre. He is also the editor of
CITANews and the general coordinator of CITAs activities.
Saturdays agenda included per-

Lifeline Players teach drama techniques for the CITA conference. W. Jenks/ Cedars

formances by the Cedarville University Lifeline Players and other
groups, six workshop sessions,
and tours of the new theatre.
Student volunteers involved in
theatre staffed the event by hosting, giving tours, and registering guests.
Dr. David Robey, professor of
communication arts at Cedarville,
played a large role in the coordination of the conference. The
theatre community is a large and
varied community, and it is a
great encouragement to Christian artists to know that there are
others who want to use their art
to glorify God, he said. Robey
has been a member of CITA for
approximately 20 years and has
published three plays. His second play, For This Cause: Taking Christ to the Aucas, won a
regional play writing contest with
CITA.

The goal of CITA to encourage Christians in theatre coincides with the Universitys own
goals in theatre and drama ministry departments. Our new theatre and our theatre major are
dedicated to the task of equipping men and women for a life
of work and ministry in many
fields of professional theatre,
Robey said.
Senior Laura Livingston, a
theatre major, helped out with
the conference events. I have
always had a passion for acting
ever since I was Tootie in Meet
Me in St. Louis in sixth grade.
Cedarvilles theatre department
has provided me with valuable
skills and networking opportunities, she said. Livingston is
auditioning for acting positions
following graduation.
The Universitys division of
Christian Ministries focuses on
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this same community goal. Lifeline Players and two Masters
Puppets teams travel to numerous churches, schools, and
camps throughout the year delivering their drama programs.
Janelle Bender, junior psychology major, said, Being a part of
Lifeline Players has helped shape
my view of what ministry is really about. It isnt as much about
doing drama as it is about getting into churches and homes
where we can make connections
with people and share a little of
Gods love with them. God can
really use drama to speak truth
into peoples lives. Really, it is
nothing more than a medium
that God can use to tug on our
hearts.
One of CITAs organizational
goals is to improve the quality
of theatre work done by Christians. This, too, is reiterated by
Cedarvilles theatre objectives.
The world of theatre, film, and

stage needs men and women
who are both qualified professionals
and
dedicated
Christians.More men and women
are needed to work on the stories that are being told in the
media. Christians can and should
have a voice in the media. We
have been silent too long,
Robey said.
Bender said, Its especially
sad that the secular world is so
far ahead of Christians in this
realm; people can be so moved
by a secular movie or play but
theres very little quality Christian stuff. Hopefully, through
organizations like CITA, Christians will learn more about what
quality drama looks like, and
well be able to really utilize this
powerful tool that God has given
us.
CITAs national conference involving several dozen Christian
theatre organizations will be held
in June in St. Louis.
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Secretary Blackwell Speaks For Character Forum
Charlie Shifflett
Lead Writer
During his visit to Cedarville
on April 18, Ohio Secretary of
State J. Kenneth Blackwell declared principle what many politicians dismiss as petty  biblical character. Invited to speak
at the first annual Leadership
Institute Character Forum at
Cedarville University, the former
Xavier linebacker shrugged off
political correctness and dialogued with students and faculty
about the convergence of biblical character with public service.
Blackwell, a former ambassador to the United Nations Commission on Human Rights and
mayor of Cincinnati, was invited
by Carl Ruby, vice president for
student services, because of his
godly testimony and commitment to character.
The secretarys office publishes a tool for learning the language of character, called Uncommon Sense, which challenges Ohio business and government leaders to adopt a
shared philosophy of character
that prevails upon the con-

Ohio Sec. Blackwell addresses biblical character.

science and compels them to
become life-long learners.
Throughout his activities on
campus  which included a
chapel address, a luncheon in
the presidents dining room, and
an afternoon question-and-answer session  he spoke transparently, recalling how he was
first moved to serve his com-

W. Jenks/ Cedars

munity, and why he still does.
Citing words from Karl Marx
Philosophers solve the world;
we change itthe Cincinnati
native remembered how the
words had challenged him, a
thinker, to change the world and
engage himself in improving the
human condition. He disagreed
with Marx and said, Men and

women who strive to live out
their ideas [will change the
world]. He charged students
to be of good courage, but to
[also] be willing to act upon that
courage.
Blackwell said that throughout
his maturation as a political
leader he has learned the fundamental understanding of why
God gave us two ears and one
mouth. As a former linebacker,
he said his first instinct, when
faced with opposition, is to react, to hit back. But time has
taught him that the first reaction to every action is not always
the best action. When you are
not prayerful you tend to focus
more on instinct rather than wisdom.
One of the keys, Blackwell
said, to maintaining personal integrity as an elected official is to
balance public service with private career. He said that at any
time he could quit his job and
still be able to put food on the
table for his family, thanks to
business involvement outside of
his political career. Blackwell
believes that when politicians are
consumed with their own careers
that they rely upon them for sole

livelihood, they are more likely
to sacrifice character for bigger
offices and brighter futures.
That is why Blackwell believes
the Uncommon Sense declaration is so vital to our
governments success. He said,
We cannot attempt to separate
morality from religious principles. Tackling such vital issues as truth, honesty, accountability, and excellence, Blackwell
suggests that government without these is a dying body. Quoting Psalm 11:3, the secretary
asked, If the foundation be destroyed what can the righteous
do?
His answer  that Christian
young people join the game of
life instead of chewing hot dogs
on the sidelines  strikes at the
heart of what the newly formed
Leadership Institute hopes to
accomplish in the lives of students who aspire to lead public
and private lives of sound biblical character that reflect light to
the ends of the earth. For it is
when people understand the
truth of the Gospel, Blackwell
said, that they move from a
world of hopeless end to a world
of endless hope.

University Hosts Sixth ACSI Art And Music Event
Katie OBrien
Contributing Writer
Cedarville will showcase the
artistic talents of more than 500
students, grades 3-12, as the
University hosts the Association
of Christian Schools International (ACSI) art and music festival Sat., April 27.
The University has been the
home of the music festival for
six years. This year, over 12
schools will bring their bands,
choirs, instrument ensembles,
and soloists to compete in the
festival, which will be held in the
Dixon Ministry Center. The
competitions will begin at 9:20
a.m. and will conclude at 5 p.m.
with a concert of combined
choirs and featured instrumentalists. Some Cedarville faculty

and students will serve as
judges.
For the fourth year in a row,
Cedarville will also host the art
festival. In previous years, art
teachers brought the students
artwork to campus, judges
awarded the ribbons and placement, and the art teachers took
the artwork back to their
schools.
Last year, in an effort to bring
some of the young people to
campus, the University offered
art workshops for the students.
Junior education major Jim
Lloyd took the lead in creating
an art project and instructing
student participants with the
help of Cedarville student volunteers. This year, he will be
providing the same leadership.
The festival is a great opportu-

nity for elementary kids to be exposed to a college campus and
to see artwork from other peers
in the Ohio area.
I will be teaching a small art
project which allows the kids to
interact with each other while participating in an activity that they
love, Lloyd said. Cedarville students will assist as judges, supervisors, and leaders in other
areas.
Art instructors from 26 ACSI
schools in Ohio and northern
Kentucky have entered some of
their students artwork in the festival, which increases the
schools participating by 11 more
than last year.
Because of the growth in participation, the event this year will
be held in the Stevens Student
Center.

The ACSI art and music festival will provide opportunities for
the participating students as well
as for the University. Cindy
Wilkins, assistant director of external relations, said, We view
ACSI as a strategic partner, and
the University is in fact, a member of ACSI. Both the music and
art festival provide strategic opportunities for us to bring Christian high school students to campus. These students will have the
opportunity to experience the
excellent facilities God has
blessed us with and to interact
informally with Cedarville students who assist with the
events.
During the festival, campus
tours will be offered to participants interested in Cedarville.
Many times God uses an expe-

rience on campus to direct a student to choose Cedarville as a
place to continue their education.
In fact, some of the high school
seniors participating in this event
have already been accepted for
admission to Cedarville for the
fall. Many of the younger participants will also consider
Cedarville in future years,
Wilkins said.
Student involvement will be
crucial to the art and music festival. Wilkins said, In these
kinds of events where we are
sharing our facilities as well as
taking the opportunity to recruit
prospective students, the contributions of Cedarville University
students are important. Im
proud of our students. They are
our best recruiters, and I love
working with them.
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Junior Jam Highlights Theme Of Extreme Faith
Libby Massey
Contributing Writer
On Sat., April 20, the grassy
quad between Williams and the
Apple Technology Resource
Center became a picnic area, the
Dixon Ministry Center a theatre,
and the entire campus a playground as 2,000 third to sixth
graders came to Cedarville for
Junior Jam.
The University has been hosting Junior Jam for four years.
In the past, Cedarville has hosted
similar events called Junior
Sword Bearers and the Masters
Puppets Party, which are no
longer held. In 1999, Dave
Ormsbee, vice-president for enrollment management, considered resurrecting the event, and
it resurfaced as Junior Jam.
The popularity of Junior Jam
has been evidenced as it has sold
out both this and last year, reg-

istration totaling 3,000 with approximately 200 more on a waiting list.
The purpose of Junior Jam is
threefold, targeting not only the
kids it entertains, but also the
students who staff it. It aims not
only to familiarize the young students with Cedarville University,
but to provide fun, social interaction with a spiritual challenge.
Junior Jam also offers a
unique ministry opportunity to
over 600 Cedarville students.
One of these students, senior
Todd Pellowe, worked with Josh
Amos, youth pastor of Grace
Baptist Church, in developing the
theme Faith Factor: Take it to
the Extreme in the opening and
closing rallies.
Pellowe and Amos, joined by
sophomore Patrick Smith, disguised as Camo man, introduced the theme of extreme faith
to the students with extreme

Junior Jammers watch rollerbladers perform stunts. W. Jenks/ Cedars

stunts and video presentations.
As the day went on, teams of
third to sixth graders identified

five different faith factors by
way of games, dramas, and an
extreme sports/ dunking exhibi-

tion. The purpose of the theme
was to teach the kids that, as
their T-shirts read, Faith +
Truth = No Fear.
The all-day faith challenge
ended with a challenge and an
invitation from Amos.
Carrie Stuenzi was one of the
300 counselors that helped with
the event. During the closing
rally, Stuenzi was able to lead an
eleven-year-old girl to a personal
relationship with Christ.
Without the resources of the
student body, Junior Jam could
not have the kind of reach it had
this year. Director of External
Relations Janice Supplee said
that she is extremely thankful for
all of the student volunteers,
from those who set up, folded
T-shirts, and served lunch, to
those who walked, talked, and
prayed with the kids. She said,
Junior Jam is run by the students, not by an office.

Senior Engineers Design Wheelchair Cleaning Device
Jonathan Swanson
Contributing Writer
Seniors across campus find
much of their time consumed by
seminars, recitals, and projects.
The senior engineering project
team of Adam Yingling,
Jonathan Brockman, Matt Nealis,
and Brad Nicol is using their
project to try to find the solution to a problem that is often
overlooked - dirty wheelchair
wheels.
Currently, there is no item on
the market that could solve such
a problem, so the team started
from scratch. Yingling,
Brockman, Nealis, and Nicol
have been logging at least 15
hours a week on the project for
most of the school year.
Given the quantity of time invested, it is no surprise that the
project has become a pervasive
force in the team members
lives. Brockman says, Techni-

Matt Nealis, Adam Yingling, Brad Nicol, and Jonathan Brockman test their wheelchair cleaning device, created to aid the physically challenged. W. Jenks/ Cedars

cally its just for a grade, but it
isnt just that. Yingling said, It
creeps into every aspect of my

life. The machine is designed to
lay flush with the floor right inside a doorway. We always tell

people this thing should be the
equivalent of wiping your feet
when you come into a building,
said Nicol.
When a wheelchair occupant
pushes a button, the cover of the
machine recedes and the wheelchair occupant can maneuver
the wheelchair onto the
machines rollers. When the
wheelchair operator moves the
wheels of the wheelchair, the
rollers set off a series of gears
that power a brush to clean the
wheels.
The idea of a wheelchair wheel
cleaner was presented by one of
the teams professors, and the
team has embraced it. The
project has had its share of challenges, such as keeping costs
down and making the machine
compatible with the wide array
of wheelchair designs on the
market.
Despite these complications,
the team has been well prepared
to meet them. The team ac-

knowledges that the project is
the capstone of what they have
learned over the past four years.
In addition to the rigorous
Cedarville engineering curriculum, Yingling and Nicol were able
to gain experience with the solar splash and ethanol vehicle
projects, while Nealis had experience on the super mileage car
team.
The wheelchair wheel cleaner
can lower floor cleaning expenditures, but the team is more
concerned with the benefits relating to people.
The sister of Brockmans
fiancée is handicapped, and this
made the project more significant to him. To ensure practicality, the team has solicited advice from individuals who live
with handicaps, including
Cedarville student Rachel Marley.
Yingling summed up the goal of
the project when he said, It is
helping the handicapped at its
core.
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Improved Lake Water Attracts Local Fishermen
Rebecca Gross
Contributing Writer

It serves as a battleground for
cardboard canoes in the fall and
stands as an obstacle between

the Stevens Student Center and
the library during the cold winter months. In the spring,
though, after the ice melts, Cedar Lake is an attraction for those
who love to fish.

One man from the town of
Cedarville has been visiting the
campus to fish for the past 30
years. The lake, he explained, is
nicer than it used to be. The
structures surrounding it now
provide a tranquil environment,
and the occasional student
strumming a guitar under a
nearby tree adds to the pleasure.
The peace and solitude is a
motivation for many who come
to fish. The fishermen claim that
it relaxes your mind. For many
students, fishing also gives them
a chance to spend time with a
friend and get a good tan.
There are four generally
known types of fish in Cedar
Lake: carp, sunfish, bluegill, and
bass. The bluegill and bass are
favorites of the fishermen. The
latter are longer than the bluegill
and not quite as fat. They have a
stripe down their side and a good
set of teeth. The bass are more
commonly caught with fake,
moving lures, while the bluegill
are caught with bobbing worms
or grub-like wax worms.
The sunfish are about the size
of a hand and have orange undersides. The carp, which are often mistaken for sharks, are
the large, algae-eating fish whose
fins occasionally stick out of the
water. Carp are harder to catch
than the others.

Roy Bradford from Springfield comes to Cedar Lake to reel in his daily catch and
listen to students strumming their guitars. W. Jenks/ Cedars

Fish are not the only occupants of the lake. Snapping
turtles also make their home
there, and at dusk, the small,
black heads of the turtles can
often be seen breaking the surface.
Campus Safety has established
some regulations for fishing in
Cedar Lake. According to these
regulations, fish must be thrown

back into the lake, which is only
available to faculty/ staff, students or their visitors. No fishing is to be done after dark, by
entering the lake with boots on,
or by using a boat, raft or other
flotation device.
Of course the fishers have
their own tips as well. Junior
Michalina Gluchowski said,
Watch out for all the ducks.

Cedarville Sponsors Annual
Speech And Debate Tourney
Erin Smith
Contributing Writer
Cedarville University is hosting the homeschool regional
speech and debate tournament
this weekend. The event, which
the University has hosted for
several years, draws about 120
homeschoolers from Ohio,
Michigan, Indiana, and Pennsylvania to compete in individual
speech events and an extended
debate.

Cedarville faculty and students
are judging the various events.
Several speech events were
held Thursday from 2 to 11 p.m.,
and others will be held today
from 10 to 11:30 a.m. The debate is to be held today from 3
to 11 p.m. and Saturday 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
Cedarville hosts the event in
an
attempt
to
show
homeschoolers the opportunities
the University offers to them.
Many of the participants are ex-

posed to Cedarville only
through the event, which gives
them a chance to view the campus and interact with University students. Senior John
Bolinger, who has worked with
the event for several years, said
some high school seniors participating in the tournament
have already been accepted by
Cedarville for the fall, and several current Cedarville students
have competed in the tournament in previous years.
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New Afghani Government
Requires International Effort
Kimberly Edlund
Staff Writer
A monarchy or a democracy?
Some type of combination? Although the situation in Afghanistan has not been in the forefront
of the news in recent weeks,
much is still happening there as
discussion takes place about the
setup of government in the
country. What type of government Afghanistan will have is the
central question weighing on the
minds of many of the Afghan
people, as well as many other
countries in that region and
around the world.
While a temporary government has been set up and is functioning under the leadership of
interim Prime Minister Hamid
Karzai, leaders at last years conference in Bonn, Germany
planned more talks for this year.
These discussions about the
new government will include
former Afghan King Zaher Shah,
who led Afghanistan for 40 years
before being overthrown by his
cousin.
Shah returned to Afghanistan
on April 18 for the first time in
almost three decades. He has
spent the last 30 years in exile in
Rome, but has returned to Afghanistan to help convene a loya
jirga, or national council, that is
expected to choose and plan a
new government in June of this
year.
Since his return, many Afghans have debated whether or
not Shah should restore the monarchy, but in an interview with
the press, Shah stated that he
does not plan on taking back the
throne. He also stated, however,
that he cannot say no if the
people ask him to be king. The

questions then remain, do the
people of Afghanistan want him
to be king, and will restoring the
monarchy work for the best interests of the country?
It seems that the Afghans are
very divided in answering the
first question. Many Afghans
interviewed by international
press were enthusiastic about
Shah taking the throne and hope
that the loya jirga will vote on a
monarchy. They believe that
Shah can bring an end to the
three-year drought in Afghanistan, saying that he already
brought the rain with him on his
first day back in the country.
Even his age of 87 does not deter these supporters. They believe that one of Shahs sons can
take the throne after his death.
However, many Afghans disagree. One woman told reporters, If power is passed from
father to son, then power gets
frozen.
Others simply do not like Shah
or do not think that a monarchy
is a direction that Afghanistan
should take. They would rather
move in the direction of a democracy or, at the least, a form
of government in which they
would have some say and be able
to hold elections. This group
wants to be sure that power is
not centralized in one person, so
the possibility of a government
similar to the Taliban does not
occur again.
Still others argue for a combination of a monarchy and a democracy. Colonel Mohammad
Aulem, an officer in the Defense
Ministry, told the Associated
Press, It would be nice to have
a system like Britains, a constitutional monarchy. They would
like to keep the king as a symbol

for the people, without giving him
too much control over the government.
Whichever form of government the loya jirga decides is best
for the country, the international
community needs to be involved.
In a speech last week, President
Bush vowed to lead the international effort to rebuild Afghanistan on the model of the Marshall
Plan used in Europe after World
War II.
Rebuilding the country of Afghanistan will take a long-term
commitment from everyone involved as well as a large sum of
developmental aid. Also, before
any major development can occur, an international security
force is necessary in order to
ensure that aid reaches its destination. Roads in Afghanistan remain unsafe and access to many
towns and villages in the country is blocked.
In some ways, the Marshall
Plan will not work the same as it
did in post-war Europe. After
WWII, Europe had the skilled
workers and the institutions necessary to rebuild; it only needed
the cash to restore itself.
Afghanistan, however, needs
money for food, health care, and
education, but it also needs to be
able to train workers to construct
the institutions essential for building the infrastructure.
As Bush said in his speech,
We fight against poverty because it is an answer to terror.
However, we cannot simply increase the amount of aid that we
give to Afghanistan and expect
the country to rebuild itself. The
restructuring must be a sustained
international effort with strong
leaders from around the world,
not just the United States.

Cedar Faces
Bob Bielek
CAD Technician
for Facilities
Planning Group
What is the biggest goal
you have for your life? To
be more Christ-like; I lack that
so much.
What celebrity do you consider yourself most similar
to? Obi-wan Kenobi from
Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, because of his loyalty and
contentment.
Describe your favorite
childhood memory. Leaving
my house in the morning  going out the back door into the
woods to play until it was dark
or playing baseball until we
couldnt see the ball anymore.
What book are you currently reading? I just re-read
The Lord of the Rings trilogy for the fifth time.
If you could have any
other job on campus, what
would you choose? There is
no other job on campus that I
would desire; I believe that God
hand picks us for our jobs.
What is your favorite
phrase? Okey-dokey
If your life were a documentary, what would the title
be? Grace at work in the life
of a typical sinner
In your opinion, what is
the best movie of all time?
The Star Wars trilogy. The
first one was the best; the good
guys didnt have an easy path.

I like how anyone can watch
it.
What one word best describes you? Content, because
I am. Im content with where
Im at and what I do.
Name two things that are
always found in your glove
compartment. Pens and tire
receipts
What is the craziest thing
youve ever done? Became a
junior high youth sponsor
Where would you go for
your dream vacation? I
would take a cruise to Alaska,
because its where my wife
would like to go.
If you were in charge of
planning a meal for Chucks,
what would be on the menu?
Bahama Mamas  a hot dog
with chili on the side and
ketchup, mustard, relish, and
onions. I actually grill here every Friday for lunch.
What is your biggest pet
peeve? Obnoxious parents at
sporting events
If you had one chance to
use the telephone on the
DMC platform, who would
you call? Its actually a direct
line to the sound booth, so Id
probably call Mark Button up
there.

Viewpoints

Letters to the Editor:

Dear Editor:
The article by Kimberly Edlund Tension Escalates in Israel could use focus on two levels. First,
politically, Israel is a sovereign nation conducting a police action within its own borders; you may not
like the idea of sending in the armed forces to stop rebellion, but it is within the right of any country
to do so.
Do you remember ten years ago when the world was saying Oh, its just a few Palestinian youths
throwing stones. Now its an organized and armed Islamic revolt seeking to overthrow the Democratic state of Israel.
We have given our government the moral authority to seek out and destroy terrorists who attacked
us, do we begrudge that same right to the nation of Israel, especially when the terrorists the Israelis
face are operating within their own borders?
Second, God has chosen the nation of Israel and established a covenant with them, a covenant that
will be fulfilled when the Jewish people bow the knee at the second coming of Jesus Christ.
If I were a Jewish person, I would not want to die before I made Christ my Savior, because being
the chosen people does not mean an individual escapes responsibility for rejecting the Gospel.
As for the Palestinians, they will most likely continue to kill and slaughter long after they have
received all the worldly things they demand, but mark the Bibles words, no enemy of Israel will
remain when Jesus Christ begins his 1,000 year reign.
Lets also remember the Palestinians follow the Koran, which seeks to add onto the Bible, something John warned in Revelations would bring a curse. The God of Abraham is not the Muslims Allah.
The reason we need to analyze the news both politically and biblically is because the Bible warns us,
the anti-Christ is coming, promising to bring world peace. Let us be diligent lest we find ourselves a
political ally of a hell-bent world.
Chris Scott
Letters Welcome
Cedars welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be e-mailed to the Cedars account by 5:00
p.m. on the Friday following the last publication. Please type Letters to the Editor in the subject
line of all e-mails. Letters should be less than 250 words; all are subject to editing.
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Student Faces
Andrew
Flamm
Freshman
Undeclared
Major

Sibs? An awesome 13-yearold brother named Seth
What has been your favorite memory here at
Cedarville? I would most
definitely say that Phil
McCunes interpretive dance to
Lion of Judah was a high
point in my year. (go unit 32)
When the food at Chucks
is less than appealing, what
do you do to feed yourself?
Leftover food my roommate
leaves in the fridge from his
dates
Who is your favorite
chapel speaker and why? Dr.
Jeremiah, his messages were
so relevant and biblically sound;
and everything he said was
backed up by his godly life.
Who has been the most influential person in your life
and why?My father, he has
shown through his life how to
be a man of character and discipline.
What was the last song you
listened to?Nobody Loves
Me Like You - Jars of Clay
What is your favorite line
from a song?As for now Im
gonna hear the saddest song
and sit alone and wonder how
youre making out,
but as for me I wish I that I
was anywhere with anyone
making out.
- Dashboard Confessional
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If you could recommend
any class at Cedarville, what
would it be and why? Comp.

II with Cheryl Davis - one time
we were being talkative in class
so she just decided to take us
out for ice cream at Mom and
Dads.
If you could take anything
(other than the Bible) on a
deserted island, what would
you take and why? The Basic Theology book, it would
help put me in a coma until I
am found.
What one word would you
want printed on your tombstone? Weltanschauung
If you could change one
thing about Cedarville what
would it be? Free PeptoBismol tablets as you exit
Chucks
If you could meet anyone
you wanted, who would you
meet and why? I would want
to meet my brother Ezra who
died when he was six and I
was two.
What do you appreciate
most about Cedarville? I appreciate the maintenance staff.
They recently put in a Super
Flush 2000 in our bathroom,
and it is impossible to clog.
If you could change one
rule here at Cedarville, what
would it be? I would enjoy the
opportunity to get a little PDA
action. Not anything big, just
a four second hug or a little
peck on the cheek.
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notes on entertainment
and culture

Students Respond With Enthusiasm To Poets Visit
Gina Band
Staff Writer
World-renowned poet Donald
Hall visited Cedarville to encourage aspiring poets in the craft and
to read his original poetry from
the recently released collection,
The Painted Bed. On Thurs.,
April 11, Hall visited the
Universitys poetry class, met
with students and faculty for a
question-and-answer session,
and performed a reading in the
evening. After the reading, admirers were able to meet with
Hall and have him autograph their
copies of his work.
Students interested in the arts
enjoyed the opportunity to meet
such a well-known master of
poetry. Carl Traub, a senior history major, said, I was amazed
at how he transported the listener
to the pastoral settings that he
described. The imagery was so
full of color and life. Kimberly
Edlund, a senior English and

Donald Hall signs books after his poetry reading. W. Jenks/ Cedars.

political science major said, I
really enjoyed hearing from a
published poet, especially about
how much time he spends on his

writing. The amount of revision
and the length of time it takes
for him to complete a poem surprised and relieved me because

it showed that his poetry didnt
just come to him. He really
spent a lot of time on his work.
I was also impressed with
him as a person. He showed his
unique personality through his
poetry and through the way he
interacted with the students. I
could tell that he loved answering questions about his work and
about writing poetry in general,
Edlund said.
Senior English major Levi
Gangi said, I loved how he was
so down to earth. Ill never forget his story about sitting on a
committee with Steinbeck and
Faulkner, being awed by their
presence, and being struck by
the fact that all they discussed
were the merits of the Springfield rifle. Stories like that bring
celebrated authors down from
the Olympian pedestal we often
put them on, not that they are
any less talented than we might
have thought, but its nice to
know we can look them straight
in the eye and relate to their

world instead of gazing disheartened up at the inhuman image
weve made of them.
Senior English major Aaron
Dieringer said, Perhaps the
most resounding comments Hall
shared were in regard to his
death. His openness on the topic
was astounding to me. In his
new publication of poetry, The
Painted Bed, he openly shared
his anticipated reunion with his
departed wife, and, in at least one
essay, he shared the struggles of
his failing health, battles with disease, and the inevitability of his
own death.
During the question-and-answer time, Hall spoke of a certain fear of death  not a fear of
dying itself, but of no longer being able to indulge in his deep
love affair with words. Through
this, and similar comments, I
sensed the great pleasure and joy
his work meant to him. I had a
spectator-like feeling of wanting
to be a part of this rapturous
world of words too.

Inherit The Wind Features Largest Cedarville Cast
Kimberly Eridon
Lead Writer
Drama comes in all forms. On
campus this spring, it has come
in the form of Inherit the
Wind, a controversial play that
has been causing discussion
among students and faculty for
several weeks.
Last night marked the opening performance and performances will continue tonight and
tomorrow night, as well as
Thursday-Saturday of parents
weekend, May 2-4. Some of the
shows have been sold out for
weeks.
Inherit the Wind is powerful courtroom drama filled with
energy, passion, and power,
said Dr. David Robey, professor
of communication arts and director of the production.

In a small town not too long
ago, school teacher Bertram
Cates taught his class a little
something about Charles
Darwins theory of evolution. He
was arrested for breaking the
law, and the play starts shortly
after these events occurred. With
a cast numbering almost 50, this
play is the largest Cedarville has
ever staged.
Sophomore Jodi Strychalski,
who is playing the role of
Melinda, said, The best thing
about any production is almost
always the people. I have had a
blast getting to know and work
with so many new people.
Freshman Kristen Banas, playing the role of Rachel Brown,
said, When I first read the script
I must admit that I was a little
confused as to why a Bible-believing school would want to use

it. However, now that I have
heard Dr. Robeys vision and
have read it through more carefully, I realize how relevant it is.
Too often we see theatre as entertainment when we should
view it as a means of communicating a message. Inherit lets
us, as Christians, realize the importance of being light in this
dark world.
Junior Rob Yale, playing Mr.
Meeker, said, I think its a show
that will challenge a lot of people.
I know it has challenged me a
great deal.
The school provided Robey
with two chapel hours in which
to discuss the controversial aspects surrounding the play.
On Mon., April 15, Robey and
assistant professor of English
,Julie Moore provided some historical background and encour-

aged viewers of media events to
think about author, audience, and
intent.
On Tues., April 16, Dr. Dennis Flentge, chair of the science
and math department, Dr. Chris
Miller, chair of the Bible department, and Dr. David Mills, director of the honors program and
assistant professor of philosophy, briefly stated some of their
conclusions about the play.
Banas said, I hope that the audience has the proper mindset
going into this production. If
they are simply hoping to be entertained, they will be, but they
will not understand the message
and could quite possibly be offended by it. People in the audience should watch the production, find the truth, and then look
at their own lives in light of that
truth.

Yale said, I hope the audience
is challenged to think for themselves, to know why they believe what they believe, and to
evaluate all media messages
through the lens of Gods
Word.
Alpha Sigma, a campus organization, held talkback sessions
after each performance. During
this time, audience members
were given the opportunity to
ask any questions that might
have arisen during the performance.
Strychalski said, This was a
difficult show to be in. When
you are dealing with such a hard
issue, it does make acting and
reacting more difficult and tiring. But Im very glad that I was
able to be a part of the production; it stretched me in an entirely new way.
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P.O.D. Combines Hard Rock With Faith Message
Stephen Moseley
Contributing Writer
It has been over a year since
P.O.D. exploded onto the music
scene and saw their album The
Fundamental Elements of
Southtown go platinum. However, this was by no means their
debut album. Although the majority of the public had never
heard of Payable on Death
(P.O.D) before The Fundamental Elements of Southtown,
P.O.D. had released two previous full-length albums in a time
span of about eight years (Snuff
the Punk  1993 and Brown
 1996).
The band comes from an extremely rough area of South San
Diego, which is called
Southtown. Coming from hard
lives, these men have some incredible testimonies. Earlier on
their website, the members outlined their salvation experiences
and provided interviews in which
they shared their faith. They
came together as a band in thier
neighborhood using the abilities
they had in music to witness to
others. P.O.D. seems to play off
of the conglomeration of cultures in Southtown by infusing
the music styles around them into

their own sound. Sonny, the lead
vocalist, grew up in an area of
the community that was into
Reggae music; and Marcos, the
guitarist, learned to play guitar to
ACDC and other metal bands.
Wuv, the drummer, experienced
much of the same. Traa, the
bassist, came from a funk/ soul
background. Though this mix of
styles is very intriguing, it seemed
unpolished in Snuff the Punk
and Brown.
While Satellite (2001) shows
a rap-core influence, P.O.D. is
definitely progressing in musical
style. Their sound has shifted
from their previous hardcore
sound to modern rock. Guitar
sound has changed from the
thick, rhythmic-hardcore sounds
of previous albums to simpler
rock grooves. Traa has progressed from complex bass
rhythms evident on The Fundamental Elements of Southtown
to pared-down bass parts. Perhaps the most noticeable difference is the infusion of melody
into their songs; Sonny sings
more often and P.O.D. has been
able to create some catchy melodies in this album. Songs on the
album range from reggae-rock in
Ridiculous, to a pseudoMetallica breakdowns on Anything Right and Portrait, to

P.O.D.s latest album, Satelite, shows musical progression and faith.

old-school hardcore on Without Jah, Nothin.
The production of The Fundamentals of Southtown is incredible and complex. The
childrens choir in Youth of the
Nation creates a somber, almost eery mood that suits the
song perfectly. The drum machine added to Thinking About
Forever gives the right feel

along with the Latin guitar. The
multiple tracks used for Sonnys
vocals add to the thickness of
the sound and the intensity of the
music. The distortion used on the
guitars adds to their progression
toward a modern-rock sound.
Lyrically, Satellite is not as
blunt as previous albums in their
approach to their Christianity.
Still, this album does have some

great statements about their
faith. The song Alive deals
with the issue of faith in the face
of fame: Tell the world how I
feel inside even though it might
cost me everything. Three
songs back-to-back address the
way people have criticized
P.O.D. The Messenjah says,
True king descendant, master
to the apprentice/ Pleased to release and reveal in me His presence/ Forever blessed, I believe
if Jah said it/ The word of life
came alive in the scriptures  I
read it. Lyrically, Portrait is
an incredible song, but much of
the impact is lost in P.O.D.s
hardcore delivery.
Some may object to the fact
that P.O.D. is becoming more
cryptic in their lyrics; they may
point to the fact that P.O.D.
screams words, uses terms like
Jah, and uses metaphors to
conceal their faith to make themselves more appealing to the public. Yet, while it is not necessary
to agree with everything that
P.O.D. has done in their career,
it is dangerous to judge others
motives. Blindly accepting
P.O.D.s message simply because they are labeled a Christian band can be destructive.
What is most important is a willingness to listen and evaluate.

Tambourine Man Lives On In Love And Theft
Mike Di Cuirci Jr.
Contributing Writer
Bob Dylan  an American rock
and roll legend. His voice is horrible, his chord structures are
simplistic, and he now has neither sex appeal nor a hip pop
culture trend to cover them up.
Dylan is one of the most influential singer songwriters that
have ever lived. He has been
voicing his demands for political and social change since
1962. At sixty years old, he has
just released his 43rd album and
is starting his fifth decade as a
successful rock musician. Most
importantly, through all these
years Bob Dylan has managed to
stay cool, in fact is essentially
the epitome of cool.

Love and Theft is Dylans
latest work and was released
September of 2001. It is his first
album since the 1997 Album of
the Year, Time out of Mind.
Love and Theft has been nominated for several Grammys and
Rolling Stone gave it a five star
review.
So what makes this album
good? Its a gritty, sincere album
that explores Americas music:
country, ragtime, delta blues, and
rockabilly, with Dylans own psychedelic twist.
His voice screeches out lyrics
of heartache for himself and a
world gone wrong. It is very
Dylan and therefore, very good.
In order to be a critical listener
and a well-rounded individual, one
should get acquainted with
Americas Legends. Figure out

what makes them legendary,
why some Jewish kid with a
horrible voice and simplistic
chord structures can be such
an influence on American culture.
Go buy or rent some albums,
biographies, or videos to learn
about people who have shaped
our worlds way of thinking.
Dylan is not the only one; others in this category are Johnny
Cash, Willie Nelson, Neil
Young, and Miles Davis. But if
you want to learn about a past
which might not be covered in
our classrooms, listen to Dylan
and youll get a taste of
Americas changing society
over the past five decades.For
many, Dylan and the other music greats represent the past and
present American experience.

Music legend Bob Dylan spans time with his newest CD, Love and Theft.
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Russian Pianist To Perform
Kimberly Eridon
Lead Writer
We would have to work very
hard to be properly in awe, said
Dr. John Mortensen, associate
professor of music, when asked
about pianist Mikhail Petukhovs
visit to Cedarville. On Tues.,
April 30 at 7 p.m., Petukhov will
perform in the latest Lyrica Series concert at Cedarville.
I am sure that learning from
someone of his mastery and expertise will encourage me as well
as my fellow musicians to pursue excellence, sophomore piano performance and pedagogy
major Leah Foss said. I am really excited to meet someone of
such caliber.Petukhov began to
perform his own compositions
in public at age 10 and studied
at the Kiev Special Music School
in Ukraine. In 1972, Petukhov
won the bronze medal at the J.S.
Bach International Piano Competition in Germany and was
accepted to the Moscow Conservatory of Music. In 1975,
Petukhov won a prize in the
Queen Elisabeth International
Competition in Belgium.
Petukhov is currently professor of piano at the Moscow Conservatory, possibly the most

Art

continued from page 1
Freshman political science
major Ian Ellis sketched a drawing entitled the Jesus nite Lite
in honor of his friend Marty. Ellis
drew this piece to address a
common misconception of
Christianity. Commenting on
this piece, Ellis said, Oftentimes
we as Christians try to play God
like a night light. Well turn Him
on and well turn Him off; we
miss the point of a real relationship with God and we fail to
realize that God wants to change
who we are so that we are the
light of the world.
In addition to the art displays,
students performed their music
compositions Tuesday night and
students read their poetry
Wednesday night in the snack
shop.

Russian pianist Mikhail Petukhov will perform on April 30th. Contributed.

prestigious conservatory in the
world. He will be performing
an original composition as well
as explosive works such as Pictures at an Exhibition
(Mussorgsky) and Spanish
Rhapsody (Liszt). I just hope the

piano is still in one piece when
hes done, Mortensen said.
Hes a good reminder that life
is more than getting a degree
and a good paying job, that
theres such a thing as beauty
and vision.

Sophomore piano performance and pedagogy major Sarah Thengvall took the opportunity to perform her own arrangement of How Great Thou Art,
which she had already played in
chapel. Thengvall said she
wrote it with the words in
mind and that her favorite part
is the third verse when shouts
and joy fade into the awe of
bowing before my God, leaving
you to contemplate how awesome our God is.
Thengvall also said, Art week
is a great idea [and] its so neat
to see all the different talents that
God has blessed the student
body with.
One of the students that read
their original poetry was freshman integrated social studies
major Jessica Spears. Spears
wrote a poem about the late Lisa
Herman.

On Friday, SGA sponsored the
Alpha film festival, the event to
close Cedarvilles first annual art
week. The Alpha film festival
sold 1,025 tickets to the student
body and began at 9 p.m. with
students moving to different
buildings on campus to watch
videos in four sections.
There were a wide variety of
videos, from the contemplative
Consequences to the comical
The R.A. Team. In addition to
videos seen for the first time
there were a few favorites from
previous years including
Farenheight and Spring Quarter. The students that attended
the Alpha film festival voted for
their favorite student-created
video. The video with the most
votes as well as the winners of
best actor and best actress will
be given awards at ELLIV 2002
on May 25.

Courses

continued from page 1
tant, Alyn said, but faith and
moral excellence are the qualities that make Christian nurses
stand out in the workplace.
Not all the changes in the
nursing program have come
from faculty. This past year, students successfully instituted a
change in nursing uniform requirements. Students had suggested the change for several
years because they felt a more
up-to-date uniform was needed.
After conferring with the nursing faculty, they worked on a
new standard that was modest
and applicable to both men and
women in the program. They
submitted formal proposals and
talked to the vice presidents
about the change, and procured
the uniform approval not only for
nursing classes, but also for the
general dress code.
The nursing department recently finished a reaccredidation
review by the American Association of Colleges of Nursing
(AACN). The review was positive and the official statement
reaccrediting the department for
the next ten years is anticipated
for the end of April.
The Cedarville nursing department occupies a strategic role
at present due to the extremely
complex national health care situation. There is a shortage of
nurses in the United States, both
present and projected. Furthermore, health care continues to
increase in expense, as new technology and drugs continue to
emerge. According to Alyn, the
majority of hospitals are losing
money. Hospitals are seeking
ways to hire doctors and nurses
on demand, paying them
higher wages but reducing regular salaried positions. The quality of patient care is decreasing
as nurses spend less and less
time with patients in an attempt
to save money.
Two issues the department is
considering for the future are the
establishment of a masters program and the possibility of utilizing distance-learning technology. Distance-learning has many
potential advantages for a nursing program; for example, a foreign expert on tropical diseases

could teach Cedarville nurses
weekly via teleconference. Also,
missionary nurses in foreign
countries could acquire additional nursing information
through distance-learning, or
learn more about the Bible from
Cedarville professors in order to
teach others on the field. Distance-learning has many challenges, though, some of which
led to its being recently discontinued in the nursing department.
It is expensive and consumes a
large portion of faculty time.
Also, it is difficult to set up, since
many different departments have
to be involved. The library, computer services, academic services, and other departments,
along with the nursing department, must coordinate efforts to
successfully utilize distance
learning. The department is not
expecting to reinstitute the program in the near future, but it
continues to consider the possibility.
The masters program, anticipated for more than 15 years,
was approved last year by the
administration. The main degree
would be the Master of Science
in Nursing, Global Health.
Graduate students could also
pursue a practitioners certification or one of several concentrations beyond the masters degree. Some classes would be
jointly offered with the education and Bible departments and
perhaps other departments as
well. The nursing department is
hoping to craft a program in
which students with a variety of
backgrounds and educational
levels may achieve the masters
degree, such as those with associate and bachelor degrees and
those from other universities.
The department is working out
escrow credit requirements and
extra classes for these students.
Dr. Daniel Fountain, a health
education expert who spoke at
last months spring missions
conference, has been consulting
with the department on the curriculum. If the program development goes as planned and the
AACN and Ohio Board of Nursing approve the program, graduate classes will begin in 2004.
Alyn said, the planned graduate program will take the nursing department up a notch in
academic reputation and prestige.
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Sports
Womens Tennis Maintains Perfect 6-0 Record

swept all six singles matches,
as well as the three doubles
matches.
Dropping only two games in
the match, the Lady Jackets
swept Central State, taking a 90 non-conference victory on
April 18. With the six singles

and three doubles wins, the Lady
Jackets improved their overall
record to 7-2.
A 9-0 conference win against
Roberts Wesleyan on April 19
improved the Lady Jackets
record to a perfect 6-0 in the
AMC. Shuck, Gregory,
Hartman, Nourse, Rogers, and
Locke took singles victories,
while the three teams of
Hartman-Gregory, RogersLocke, and Nourse-Krumeich
claimed doubles victories for the
Jackets.
Shuck, a freshman, took over
the number one spot for the Lady
Jackets and has proved to be a
strong asset for the team. Our
strongest element is having a
freshman come in and fill the
number one spot, making five of
our six top players from last year
move down a spot, said Gregory. Most of us went undefeated in conference last year;
now that we have moved down
a spot, it just makes us that
much stronger.
Coach Pam Johnson said, We
have gotten much better at
singles with a freshman coming

Mary

the

Sandy Wilhelm
Staff Writer
The Lady Jackets tennis team
enjoys a 24th place national ranking in the NAIA as they finish
their regular season and begin
tournament play.
On April 12, the Lady Jackets
claimed a 7-2 conference victory
at Malone, winning the top four
single matches. Senior Amy Gregory, junior Jen Roman, sophomore Carrie Hartman, and freshman Kristi Shuck all took wins.
The number one doubles team
of Shuck and Gregory improved
their record to 5-0, while the
other doubles teams of RomanHartman and junior Diane
Locke-sophomore Sarah Rogers
also defeated their opponents.
The women improved their
AMC record to 4-0 with an 8-1
win against Geneva on April 13.
Gregory, Roman, and Hartman,
along with freshman Jolene
Nourse and sophomore Bethany
Fegley, all took singles wins.
Cedarville swept the doubles
matches with three 8-0 wins.

Jen Roman returns the ball with an overhand stroke. W. Jenks/ Cedars

Cedarville took a 9-0 win at
Shawnee State on April 16 to remain undefeated in the American
Mideast Conference. Shuck and
Gregory improved their doubles
record to 7-0, while number three
Hartman improved her singles
record to 7-0. The Lady Jackets

in and playing at number one.
The strength of her play has also
helped our players get stronger.
The womens team has set
high goals this season, both on
court and off. From a sports
standpoint, our team goal is to
win the NAIA Regional tournament and go to Nationals, said
Rogers.
As far as ministry goes, our
goal is to share Jesus Christ with
the girls we play.
Gregory said, I think this season, we have a great shot at winning both conference and
regionals, which would be the
first year in a long time to win
both in one year. However, another goal and what I feel the
focus of the team is this year, is
to glorify God through the ability that He has given us to play
tennis.
The Lady Jackets face Notre
Dame (Ohio) and Seton Hill at
home on April 27, with the first
match beginning at 10 a.m. The
NAIA Regional Tournament will
begin on May 1, followed by the
NCCAA National Tournament on
May 6 in North Carolina.

Track Team Leaves Campus For Practice, Meets
Jonathan Swanson
Contributing Writer
Cedarville Track & Field teams
are on the road this spring. The
construction of the Fitness and
Recreation center will send the
team away for every meet and
even practices. Head coach for
nine years, Paul Orchard, remains confident that the team
will be successful. Orchard feels
that the senior-laden squads will
be able to take the increased
traveling in stride. Driving to
Central State everyday for practice will have more of an impact
than the loss of the home meet,
but then everyone likes a home
meet, Orchard said.
Orchard said that every year
the teams come into the outdoor
season focusing on the AMC
Conference meet and NCCAA
nationals. Kate Beatty, Erin
Nehus, Bekah Millet, Sharon

Wright, and all the distance runners that proved their mettle on
the NAIA National Champion
Cross Country squad lead the
womens team. The women
have a chance to win both the
AMC and the NCCAA. They are
balanced and they have good
depth, Orchard said.
On the mens team, Orchard
acknowledges his teams athletic
ability, but notes that they have
yet to prove their depth. The
mens squad will rely on the senior leadership of Sergio Reyes,
Mike Marsh, Andy Paugh, Carl
Traub, Justin Gerber, and Jody
Fox. In addition to conference
and NCCAA meets, the track team
will also participate in five meets
hosted by NCAA division I
schools.
Track and field is a big time
commitment for all involved. The
team practices for at least two
hours a day, five or six days a
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week. Team members may
have to juggle a heavy practice
schedule, a daily commute to
Central State, and sacrifice lazy

baton

to

Hannah

Cooper

during

Saturdays for meets, but they are
able to have fun and grow
through the experience. NCCAA
and AMC high jump champion

practice.
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senior Kate Beatty said, Its a
great bonding experience, Ive
met some of my best friends
through it.

sidewalk talk

photos by Will Jenks

If you ran out of gas on a dead end road in the wilds of Alaska, what
would you do?

Id build an igloo and hunt some seals to eat (since I have vast experience
with both), eventually making my way to the coast to flag down a
cruiseship.
Freshman Psychology Major Rachel Staab

Probably start eating my jeep until I was sick... its got lots of iron.
Then Id find some polar bear to feel sorry for me and bring me some
seals to eat and keep me warm.
Sophomore Multimedia Major Matt Hobbs

Pour some water and pray for a miracle... plan B would be to capture and
train our own sled dogs from wild wolves and travel the landscape selling
snowcones.
Junior Middle Child Education Major Victoria Haverlock and
Junior Applied Psychology Major Megan Whitman.

Usually I just go pick some berries and mushrooms
and wait for someone to come along... Im used to
it by now...the gas gauge in my 69 Mustang doesnt
really work.
Senior Business Management Major
Diamond Redmond

I dont really know what we would be doing on
a dead end road in Alaska anyway... what else
could we do but place a collect call to Dr.
Dixon?
Senior Finance/ Management Major Nate
Olin and Senior Math Major Caleb
Schnake

I think Id probably start crying for my dad and hope Denaye Hilty was with
me so she could yell for help.
Sophomore Integrated Mathematics Major Courtney Green

